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Chapter 2531

Not only Lu Hua, but after Mark said this, Kong Ming on the side was immediately stunned.

He stared at him, looking at Mark in disbelief.

He never dreamed that under the circumstances of his persuasion, Mark not only didn’t listen, but even
intensified.

At that time, Kong Ming was almost blown up by Mark.

“Well, you Mark, you don’t know good and bad things.”

“There is no distinction between good and bad words, right?”

“In that case, the old man doesn’t bother to care about you.”

“If you want to die, then die as you like!”

“Those who can’t even provoke Chumen?”

“who do you think You Are?”

“No. 1 in the sky list?”

“The strongest in the world?”

“You are not even a grandmaster, a nasty bastard who dares to speak up here, knowing nothing about life
and death?”

“It’s so stupid, hopeless!”

Kong Ming was really irritated by Mark, and his whole body was trembling.

Feelings. He just tried to persuade him for a long time, but this stinky boy was fart, and he didn’t listen to a
word.

If that’s the case, why should you save this kind of idiot?

Therefore, with the determination of the strong man to break his wrist, Kong Ming, after scolding Mark,
directly fisted at Mike Jones and said, “Master Jones, this son is stupid and arrogant, and sin is worth death.”



“How to deal with it, let Master Jones let it go!”

“However, I hope Master Jones knows that what this person did was just a personal act, which has nothing
to do with us, and it has nothing to do with our hot summer martial arts.”

“Hope Master Jones will learn from you!”

I have to say that this Kong Ming is worthy of being an old man.

He knew that Mark had already caused a major disaster, so before Mike Jones and others were angry, he
took the lead in cutting Mark.

Keep yourself clean with Mark, for fear that they will be implicated by Mark.

“You are quite good at being a human being.”

Facing Kong Ming’s words, Mike Jones sneered, and then said, “If you don’t want to die, then go away.”

Hearing what Mike Jones said, Kong Ming was immediately overjoyed, as if he was pardoned.

Obviously, what he said just now had an effect, and Mike Jones did not intend to harm them.

“Thank you Master Jones, thank you Master Jones~”

Kong Ming thanked him again and again, then turned his head and pulled Lu Hua away, fearing that Mike
Jones would change his mind.

Of course, Kong Ming and the others didn’t leave because of this, but watched in secret from a distance.

After all, the Yuanling Fruit Tree hasn’t appeared yet, so naturally they wouldn’t just leave like this.

After Kong Ming and others left, in front of Mike Jones, only Mark was left, standing there alone.

The other onlookers also looked at Mark with pity. They all felt that this young man would be too bad for
him.

“Boy, what just said, would you dare to say it to this young master again?”

Finally, Mike Jones’ gaze fell on Mark again, and the harsh words were full of majesty and coldness.

Mark immediately shook his head and smiled.

“Did you know that the last person who pretended to be such a coercion with me, now the grave head grass
is seven feet tall.”

what?

“Boy, do you really want to die?!”

Mike Jones yelled angrily, his words were cold, and the world immediately set off a three-foot wind, his
palms crackling.



“I go!”

“This young man is awesome?”

“Is this going to have an anal with Chumen?”

Chapter 2532

In an instant, the world here again caused a lot of wind and waves here.

After all, what Mark said was too crazy just now.

It almost said that Mike Jones was going to be killed.

Even normal people will not calm down when they hear this. What’s more, these young masters from a
wealthy family?

Everyone saw that Mike Jones was already on the verge of running away.

However, Mark was still indifferent.

Above the delicate face, there is no fear.

He smiled and replied: “Haha~”

“Just kidding, just get the atmosphere up, don’t take it seriously.”

“Okay, stop talking, I’ll take this girl away.”

Mark laughed, and while talking, he was going to lead Lu Yanxi.

However, how could Mike Jones give up so easily.

He gritted his teeth and stared at Mark fiercely: “Boy, do you know, who are you provoking now?”

“Or, your parents haven’t told you about Truman’s majesty and status in this world?”

Mike Jones said coldly, but in Binghan’s words, endless anger was suppressed.

It seems that the next moment, it will burst out!

“Trumen?” Mark chuckled, “Of course I’ve heard it. I heard that it is the world’s strongest martial arts
force.”

“Oh, by the way, I just remembered that I just played against an old man.”

“He said that he is also a member of the Trumen, and it seems that he is still the elder of the Trumen. What
is his name? What do you think?”



“Huh? Have you met Elder Keith?” Hearing Mark’s words, Mike Jones and others shrank their pupils, and
then asked immediately, “Quickly, where is Elder Keith now? If you don’t want to die, take us immediately.
Go find him!”

Mike Jones asked anxiously.

Originally, according to the plan, they should join Elder Keith here, and then fight for the last soul fruit
together.

However, Elder Keith did not appear for a long time, and now when hearing Keith’s whereabouts in this
young population, Mike Jones was naturally shocked.

Mark immediately shook his head when he heard the words: “It’s impossible to bring it, but I can send you
there.”

“Huh? What do you mean?” Mike Jones and others were puzzled.

Mark paused for a moment, then smiled and said with a smile: “Because of him, I just slapped him to
death.”

what?

Mark’s words shocked everyone.

Mike Jones immediately became furious, his face changed drastically, and he cursed Mark with blushing
eyes.

“Fuck Nima shit!”

“Simply nonsense!”

“Elder Keith is a martial arts master, powerful, how can you beheaded as a stinky boy?”

“You arrogant child, you offended me first, and now you pretend to kill me Elder Truman.”

“Deserve to die!”

“Come here, kill him for me, and smash him into pieces!”

Mike Jones no longer had patience, and immediately gave an order to let his subordinates kill Mark.

The war is about to start.

Seeing this, the people around retreated one after another, for fear of being hurt by the pond fish.

In the distance, Lu Hua, who had been watching the situation here, gave a sneer.

“Trumen’s people have done it.”

“It seems that this idiot’s death date has come!”



“Things that do not live or die, the farce should also end~”

In this way, in the pity of everyone’s eyes, there were four full figures, in the shape of a half moon,
encircling in the direction of Mark.

“Hunboy, even our young master dare to insult and die!”

The leader yelled, and then the four of them all shot together, attacking like a storm, sweeping towards
Mark.

Facing the attacks from all directions, Mark still stood with his hands behind him, motionless as a mountain.

“Ok?”

“Why doesn’t this guy make a move?”

“Could it be that he knew he was going to die and gave up resistance?”

Seeing the scene before them, many people laughed sarcastically.

Lu Yanxi even shook his head and sighed, as if he didn’t want to see the bloody sight of Mark’s death. After
that, Lu Yanxi closed his eyes and couldn’t bear to look any more.
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